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FOREWORD
This report presents the work performed during the period
of April 1971 to March 1972 by Lockheed's Huntsville Research &8
Engineering Center while under contract to the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration for the Aero-Astrodynamics
Laboratory of Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), Contract
NAS8-26772.
Mr. J.M. Livingston of NASA-MSFC, Aero-Astrodynamics
Laboratory, S&E-AERO-DF, was the MSFC Contracting Officer's
Representative for the ascent portion of this study. Mr. R. C.
Lewis of NASA-MSFC, Aero-Astrodynamics Laboratory, S&E-
AERO-DOA, was the Contracting Officer's Representative for
the reentry portion of the study. Mr. G. P. Gill was the project
engineer at Lockheed. Major contributors were Dr. C. J. Chang,
Dr. W. Trautwein and Mr. C. L. Connor. The hybrid program-
ming was performed by Mr. D. C. Cruze and Mr. A. M. Hansing.
Mr. K. R. Leimbach, Mr. W. G. Green, Mr. P. O. McCormick
and Mr. J. B. Baker provided assistance in establishing payload
s ensitivitie s.
This report is divided into two volumes. Volume I presents
the optimization technique, the problem formulation and the results
obtained. Volume II presents all the Appendices which describe
derivations of mathematical models and all peripheral studies
related to contract performance.
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Appendix A
DERIVATION OF THE PERTURBATION EQUATIONS OF MOTION
FOR SHUTTLE REENTRY STUDIES
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Appendix A
A.1 SIX-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR
REENTRY VEHICLE
The translational equations of motion can be written in wind axes as:
A A
V =Fxw /m (A-)xw
A A A A A A A A
a = Q - (Pcosa + Rsina)tan3 + Fzw/mVcos B (A-Z)
A A A A A A A
= Psina - Rcosa + Fyw/mV (A-3)
The rotational equations of motion for vehicles symmetric with respect
to Xb - Zb plane, and with constant moment and product moment of inertia
can be written in the body axis system coordinates as
|A [(Ix AA) Ixz]xz ] xz (Ix AA IzL + IxzN
P =2 OR + Ix ] (A-4)
cs t X . xZ(R1 P 2 -
an angle about relative velocity vector, pitch an angle , and yaw an
A-1
x x y i2 PQ + OR [
I
x z x (A-6)
IxIz -xz IxIzI2 I - Ixz
The orientation of reentry vehicles is given by a series of three
consecutive rotations. By following 1-2-3 sequence of rotations (bank
an angle ; about relative velocity vector, pitch an angle 0 , and yaw an
A-i
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angle q ) the orientational equations can approximately be written as
A A A A A A
= (P cosP - Q sini )/cos 0
AA A A 
8 = (P sinmJ + Q cosi)
A A A A A A A




A. 2 PERTURBATION EQUATIONS OF MOTION
It is assumed that the motion of the reentry vehicle consists of small
deviation from a reference condition of flight. The reference values of all
variables are denoted by a subscript zero, and the small perturbations are
indicated as follows:
V = V +v,
0
= P +p,0





P = + R,
= Q +q,0
A
Y= Y + Y
0
A




= ,o + 0,
=F +f ,











= F + f
ywo yw






x = f +f +
xw xw(p) xw(A) fxw(g) ' fyw = fyw(p) + yw(A) + fyw(g)
fzw f +f +w(g) zw(p) zw(A) zw(g)
Mx = Mx(p) + Mx(a) M = M +MY y(p) y(a) z z(p) + Mz (a) I
Fxwo(p) = Fxwo(p) + Fxwo(a)+ Fxwo(g)' Fywo(p) = Fywo(p) + Fywo(a) + Fywo(/),I
zwo(p) zwo(a)+ Fzwo(g)
A-2











whe re subscripts (p), (a), (g) represent propulsional, aerodynamic, and
gravitational contributions, respectively.
The translational equations of motion can be rewritten as
(VO ) = (Fxwo + f)/m (A-9)
( I) = [(P0 + p) sin(a0 + a) - (R 0 + r) cos(ao0 +a)] + [(Fywo + fyw)/ (V+v)] (A- 0)
(ao + & ) = (Q + q) - [(P + ) cos(a+ a) + (Ro+ r) sin(a + a)] tan(r + 0)
+ F wo+ fw)/m(Vo+ v/cos(3 + 3) (A-11)
Along any reference trajectory the translational equations of motion are
1 = F /m (A-12)0 XWO
= P 0 Sinao Ro cosa + Fywo/mV (A-13)
= Qo (Pcosa + R sina ) tan + ( /m)/ (A-14)
Subtracting Eqs. (A-lZ), (A-13) and (A-14) from Eqs. (A-9), (A-10) and (A-ll),
respectively, then, by neglecting products of disturbance quantities, the
following linear equations are obtained
A-3
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v = fx/m (A-15)
p = (P 0 CoSao + Rosina o ) a + (sinao)p + (-cosa o ) r
a [(PO Cosa+Rsina + RO SinaO) (-Psina + R Cosao)tanB] a + q
+ rosm tanB] p + 1-sina tanJ  + taVon
L zo woo
+ [mVo cOSo ]zw +[ 'zw v (A-17)[ + ' +zw2
In most flight conditions, it can be assumed that Po = 0, v = 0. Then,
Eqs. (A-15), (A-16) and (A-17) can be written as
fxw 0 (A-18)
= [P cosa + R sinao]a + [sinao]p + [-cosa] r + [m ] fw (A-19)
a = [- (Pocosao+Rosinao)] B + q +[ ] fzw (A-20)
Following the same procedure as shown above, the rotational and
orientational perturbation equations of motion can be written as:
A-4
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I(I - I ) I I + Iz) P +(I(I I
z ) - RP = 2 ~Y z 0 Y-Iz Z XI I - Iz
' Iz ] II-IIxlZQ PIx +
+
4 =




[(Is- Ix)Ro - 2 xz O
L
IzMx + I M







(I - IY) + Ix ) 
x xz XZ ] ·







-I z )Ro qq +
I I - IZ
x z xz







' coso l sin 
cos--o6] + - cosoo
I M +I-M
I I - 12
xZ xz
(A-2 3)
o C - QO Sin) tan L CO S 60 1
-P sindi -. COSTo]+ 1 O o lL cos0
O
(A-24)
= p + cosnbo] P []q + Pcos Q sinq ] % (A
= [-coso]tano]p + [ sinp tan0] q + [-(PoCosqP 
- Q sinp o)/COS O] 0
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In most flight conditions it can be assumed that ho = 0 ; then, Eqs. (A-24),
(A-25), and (A-26) can be rewritten as
P tan e Q
= [cos +cosaJ + os 
, ]
= [-tan o p + r + C- ,os ]+ [QOtan] o




A. 3 PERTURBATION FORCES AND MOMENTS
The aerodynamic forces are most frequently expressed in stability
axis system coordinates, and the propulsional forces are most conveniently
expressed in body axis system coordinates (as shown in Fig. A-1). Then, the
external force components expressed in wind axis system coordinates can
be written as
A A A A A
= F cosf + F sinf + F
xs (a) ys (a) xw(g)
rA A A An A
+ xb(p)cosa+ F sinci cosgLxb(p) zb(p) 
A
+ Fyb(p) sin13yb (p) (A-30)
A A A A A
=- F sinp + F cosB + Fys(a) ys(a) yw(g)
A A A A A
-Fb (p)cosa + Fzb (p ) sina sin3
A A
+ Fyb(p) cosf (A-31)
A-6
























































A A A r A A A Al
Fzw Fzs(a) + Fzw(g)+ -F xb(p) sina + Fzb(p) cosa] (A-32)
The perturbation force components in wind axis system coordinates can be
expressed as
fxw = fxs(a)cospo + fys(a)sin 3o + fxw(g)+ [fxb(p)COSao + fzb(p)sinao]coSBo
+ fyb(p) sino + [(Fxs(a)osin3o + Fys (a) oC°S[o )
+ (-Fxb(p)ocsao - Fzb(p)osinao ) sin3 o + Fyb(p)oCOS[O] 8
+ [(-Fxbsa + F zb(p)ocosa  ) coSpo] a (A-33)
fyw =f (asin3oyw xs ( ) o + fys(a)c°so + fyw(g) - [fxb(p)cosa + fxb(p)sinao] sinBo
+ fyb(p)CO S o + [(-Fxs(a)OcoSfo Fys(a)o in 0
- (Fyb(p)oOSa + Fzb(p)osina
o ) cos3o - F Sinlo ] 13
Fb(p)sina -Fzb(pcosao) sn]a (A-34)
+ [(Fxb(p)o Sina - F bCOSao ) sinpo]a (A-34)zb ~~~~~~~(A-34)
f = sa) +f g + fw(fxb(p) sinao + fzb(p)cos o]rw zs (a) w g)-xb(p)o
+ [-Fxb(p)oCsao - Fzb(p)o sina ]a (A-35)
A-8
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=- L[CD + Cba + cq Co 2VO+ D 0 oq
[C( + q s 
= -[C L + CL a + + CCL 6eo s =, -CL La 2 0 e 
.~~~ +2 C' 'qfxs ,a) D - [Cqa+C 2V q + CD 6e]sI a q Q 
f - b b C BP +yr ZV r +2ys(a) Iyp 0 + r +CZ Y +0 0
~+C







= La + Ca V &+ CL V q
a o L o '
= - mg sin Y
b
Cy 2V °






Fyw(g)o = mgcos y sin+
oYw (g)o0 0 0
= mgcosy coso 
= (-mgcosYo)Y0
fyw(g) = [-mg sinyosinco]]y + [mgcos YcosC°0 ] 
fw(g) = [-mgsin YO coso] Y + [-mgcosYO sin ] +
where q is the dynamic pressure, s is the reference area, and b and c
are the reference lengths. The external moment components expressed in
body axis system coordinates can be written as
A-9
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A
L = L + M
o x
A
M = M +M
o Y
N=N +Mo z




M = M + M
z z(p) z(a)
Since the aerodynamic moments are most conveniently expressed in body
axis system coordinates, then
bpE + rC 2V + C M(a) = qsb {C + CC + + C 6r}(. p 2Vo Ir 2Vo 0 1P 1 l 2V 6 a 6
cM + Cm Cm }eCMy(a) = q s c mq 2V C V + m 6 e
e
~M =qsb(C -~b C+ C+n C6a b+C Cn 
z(a) qb Cnp ZV + Cnr 2Vnn* + Cn2V n 6 + Cnn a 
ooo o a 6 r
A.4 6-D PERTURBATION EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR REENTRY
VEHIC I,ES
Substituting Eqs. (A-33), (A-34) and (A-35) into Eqs. (A-18), (A-19) and
(A-20), assuming po = 0 and neglecting higher order aerodynamic effects,
there results
y -1m cOY[-oF sina +F cosac - C sq a
mg cosy Y L xb(p)o o zb(p)o o 
+ [Cyosq + Fybp)] + [-C sq 2V] q + [cosao] f b(p)
q o
+ [sinalo fzb(p) + [CD6esq] 6 e } (A-39)
A-10





I) sq mV +mV IL (-F CSO
~l = Cy z + I- [C m V ( m
Im o?- y[ 0 0
IF'I(p)o sina
z 1) P) 0
+ CD sq] +[PO cosa + Ro sinao]a
bsq_1 [ 1
+ [sina + Cyp 2] P sa + C bs r
LOJ L mvCY6a L6 nV










- CLa mV °
+1 - CL +[ m l fxp(p)
[ ] bq 2mVo [
+ o f zb~p) + L6e mVo f6e
+ o[ - sinYOcos4O] Y + [- - cosY ,inoo]0} (A-41)
A-11
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Substituting Eq. (A-39) into Eqs. (A-40) and (A-41), and assuming Fxb(p)o,





sina o) - mV qs 
IE000 0
+ I-C qs o
tanY cosC6s
mV a]+ C m o 
+ - CL
qa
qsc + tanY cos qo sq c CD
2mv20 o ZmV0
0
rcosa tanY cosiO |
+ _- °sina f
+ LmV mV n zb(p)
A-12
+ [-V cosy sin ·
v 0L0
tanY cos , -
+ _CL se CD+ m D0 q 6eL L mV 0 mV 0 6 e+ be t) o s] xb
sin o tan Yocos Q0 
mV mV cos f0 0
(A -42)
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Li =y. 1 -[- + C= I - tanY sin0 Cy V
2mV Y~ mV +D o mV o mV
o m~o Yo: o
tan Y sin° 
0o a
sb_ qsb
+Pcosao + Ro sin[o +  rCDa q -
+ [sinao + C P Cosa o+C yp ZmV2 ° yr 2mV2
tany sin~ ° 's
Yo Ds
+ yb(p) + mV 
+ [ tany sin sin f(p (A-43)
Similarly, the rotational perturbation equations of motion can be obtained
by substituting Eqs. (A-36), (A-37) and (A-38) into Eqs. (A-21), (A-22) and
(A -2 3).
A-13
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[ L + I ZCn [ + IZCn + IXZCn) Vz xz 
xLz C ] ]
+ I IC- +  Cn I + IxZ C n +r
[]{[xz(I -I +Iy )Q Q + q 2V (Z CQ + IxzC 3p
+ x L xIy+Iz PO + IZ(I) - I) -I2 R. ] qt
oi r6
+[ ay'(I -y Iz) -I Q o + s 2o ( IzC + xz Cnr
+ [Iz] Mx(p) + [Ixz] Mz(p) (A-44)
Iz Ixz rZ 
+ +~a (eA -44)
C[ :Il 2 I com
+ z[ x p + Iy R] r + MY() (A-45)
x P r +-14
A-14
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_x_
+ Cl + IxCn 6 a + IxzCl + I Cn 6r
[ 6a a [r r]
+I
z
-I )~- I + xI2) +,xz
+ I (-I +I -IZ) Oq + I (-I +I -Iy z
xz x y ( 0f 'I x y z P
+ qs 2V (IxCr + I r + X + ] (Ap-46)
D fine
tanY cos 
CL- 2 (P0cosca + Rsinao) mVo c Yoqs j
K I + C r A lx + ° (-6
gsc 0 0
K CL 2 mV mVK 3+(C 2O ]o [ a o o C
2mV ]q 2mv 
L+ CLa gsc9 cos- 1 sino
A-15
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+ CL qsc C




tan Y cos 
o
+ mV 0
F-1 i tan Ycos + CLa LZ I mV o - V cosaO
a 2mV . o
+
-
J [cosa .tan Y cso so l
[cyo mV
0
- C qsb. Pocosao +
Cyo 2mv oo
+ C' mVcl tanY sinqo Cy
'Do mV -ta y
0 0
tanY sin,
0R sina + C
o o mVo Da














- C -cOSao+ Cy 2mVo ]
- CY~ [mv COSY C0cSo]
0-- y[ 2mVZ L°~~~o
-C gsb g
YP 2mVZo_ %6a mVot 
°
o









































tano sin o sin]I mV o0
IDD = L 1 iIDD I o I 2XZ
Then
K20 ID (I zC + I Cn,)
21 = D(zC + Ixz Cn ) 2V
KZ =ID(IzC + I CxzCn622 - C z _ xz 5a
K2 3 = (Iz C + Ixz Cn ) ID
KZ3(I C 6 r xz6
K 2 4 DDIxz(I x I + Iz) Q
- b2
+ qs 2V (I
z
C + I Cnp)0 f xz ~ P
K2 5 IDD [I x y + i PO + (II - I) ) R
A-17
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K2 6 =iD D z(I y -
)
- I) Q + qs -- (IzC2 + IZ C
K 2 7 = DD I
K I I8 = IDD xz
K30 = 2V m
K ar ]qscK 3 1 = CM




34 I xz ]x Ro
[Y Y
3 7 = D [XZC + Ix Cn zvV
A-18
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K38 ID xz C + Ix Cf6 ]
6r r
bZK40 IDD I (Ix y) xz Dq Vo ( C iz x np
41 = IDD[Ix(Ix_ Iy) + I2 P + Iz(Ix +y -Iz) Ro
Kz= IDD L(-
x
+ T - IQ I, + qs V (I z + Ix Cnr)




K4 6 = OSa 
K4 7 [P 01]
K4 8 = [- tana ]
A-19
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K4 9 C 1
cos a
°
K5 0 = Q tanao]
Then the perturbation equations of motion for shuttle reentry can be written as
= K 1 + KZa + K 3 q + K 4 0 + K56 +  K6 f (p) + K7 f()
f = K8 13 + K9a + K1oP + Kllq + K12r + K130 + K146a + K1 56 e + K166 r
+ K f + K f + K f+ K17 fx(p K18 y(p) + K19 fz(p)
= K2 0ZO + K + K2 1 r + + K 2 4 P + K 2 5 q + K 2 6 r + K27Mxp) + K28Mz(p
Kz9a + K a + K316e K3q + K + K34 r + KK2 9 3 0 + 31 e+ 3 2 q 3 3 p K 3 4 3 K 3 5 My(p )
Kr = 36 + K 3 7 + K 3 8 a + K 3 9 6 r + K4 0 + K 4 1 q + K4 2 + K 2 8 MX(p) + K43Mz (J
= K 4 4 P + K 4 5 0 + K 46 
6 = q + K47P
= K 4 8 p + r + K49 0 + K
A-20
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Appendix B
REDUCTION OF LOCKHEED'S 6-D PERTURBATION EOM
TO CONVENTIONAL AIRFRAME 6-D PERTURBATION EOM
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Appendix B
The assumptions used in the derivation of conventional airframe per-
turbation EOM are:
1. The airframe is assumed to be a rigid body.
2. The earth is assumed to be fixed in space, and the earth's
atmosphere is assumed to be fixed with respect to the earth.
3. The mass of the airplane is assumed to remain constant for
the duration of any particular dynamic analysis.
4. The airframe XZ plane is assumed to be a plane of symmetry.
5. The disturbances from the steady flight condition are assumed
to be small enough so that second-order changes in velocity
are negligible compared to the changes themselves. Also, the
disturbance angles are assumed to be small enough so that the
sines of these angles may be set equal to the angle and the
cosines set equal to unity.
6. During the steady flight condition, the airframe is assumed
to be flying with wings level, and along a straight flight path
at constant linear velocity and zero angular velocity.
The differences between the above assumptions and the ones used in the
derivation of the shuttle reentry perturbation equations of motion (see Section
4) are:
1. The steady flight condition that it must fly with wings level
and along a straight flight path at constant linear velocity
and zero angular velocity is disregarded. The vehicle may
fly any given reference flight condition.
2. The small angle assumption is valid only for the derivation
of conventional airframe perturbation EOM and is invalid
for the shuttle reentry perturbation EOM.
B-1
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Furthermore, the orientation of the conventional airframe is expressed in
3-2-1 sequence of rotation (yaw an angle 4, pitch an angle e, and roll an
angle k). However, for the shuttle reentry study, the sequence of rotation
is 1-2-3. The rate of change of the Eulerian angles for the 3-2-1 sequence
of rotation can be expressed as functions of the instantaneous angular
AA A
velocities (P, Q, R).
= QcostCs - Rsin: (B-1)
AA A A A A A
X = P + Q sino tane + R cost tane (B-2)
4' = (Q sino + R coso) sec (B-3)
The components of the weight in the direction of the body axes which are
used in the derivation of conventional equations of motion are found to be:
A A
Fb( ) = -mg sine (B-4)
F A.
Fyb(g) = mg cosO sino (B-5)
Fzb(g ) = mg cosO cos$ (B-6)
The components of the weight in the direction of the wind axes can be expressed
as:
A A A AA AA
Fxw(g) = Fxb(g) cosa cos3 - Fyb(g ) sin3 + Fzb(g) sina cos3 (B-7)
A A As A A (B-8)
Fyw (g ) = -Fxb(g ) cosa+ sin3 +Fyb os - Fzb sina sin (B-8)
A A A
Fzw(g) = Fxb(g ) sina + Fzb cosa (B-9)
B-2
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w(g) = mgEsin( - a)] cos cos + mg(l - coso)sine cosa (B-10)
xw(g)
Fyw(g) = -mg [sin(8 - a)] sinR + mg cosO sin c.os3 (-l)
Fzw(g) = mg [cos( - a)]cos (B
where ( ) is the sum of the steady state value and a small deviation from
the steady state value.
Obviously, the shuttle reentry perturbation EOM are less restrictive in
comparison with the conventional airframe perturbation EOM. The former
set of equations should be able to reduce to the latter set of equations by
assuming
PO Q= Ro = 9O = GO °o - '- (B-13)
0and V = constant v
mV2
o
In the derivation of translational perturbation EOM, the shuttle study
uses flight path axes whereas the conventional airframe uses body axes. By
using the above listed additional assumptions, the translational perturbation
EOM in the flight path axes can be reduced to:
v = fxw/m (B-14)
f = -r+ f1 (B-15)mV 0 yw
a = q + mV fzw (B-16)
o
where
f = f +f +f
xw xw(g) xw(a) xw(p)
f = f +f fyw =yw(g) + fyw(a) yw(p)
fzw fzw(g) + fzw(a) zw(p)
B-3
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and
fxw(a) D a +CD 2V q + CD CD Dv I£Ca c q 0 6e + V
fyw(a)p 2V + CYr 2V r + Cy + Cy. 2
+ Cy 6 a a + Cy,6 rr] 
= 2V r q + CL 6]qs
fzw(a) - I[CL a + CLq& + Lq 2o C L6ee]q
fxw(g) - (mg sin y)a
(g) (mgsinoY ), + (mgcosy'o )
fzw(g) - -(mg siny o)a
here yo = 0 o -ao and %P 1 -p are used. The translational perturbation
equations of motion can be written as
mv = (-mgsiny )a + fxw( + -CD sq a + -CD 2V sq q
+ CDsq + - 6 sq v 6 e (B-17)
V 0i = [mgsinyo]j + [mgcosyo] + fxw(p) + [-mVO] r + yp 2o q p
C Y V qs ]r + [Cy qs [ + C b -qs j
+ s ] 6 a + [Cy6 qs 6r (B-18)
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mVoa = [-mgsinYoj a + f (p)+ [mvol q + [CLq sa
xw0p) [-L s 0 C]a
+ ECL 2V q s a + CLq 2V q sI qS·+[-CLq 2V
°
+ [-CL 6 q s] 6e (B-19)
Since both sets of rotational perturbation EOM utilize body axes, the rotational
perturbation EOM for the conventional airframe can easily be obtained by
applying the assumptions given in Eq. (B-13) to Eqs. (A-44), (A-45) and (A-46).
{[ I , ] +I + C( + Iz C
+ zC + Ixz Cn 6a + I CQ + I Cn ]6 }
L a L r
= | 2V (ZCP + IXz Cnp) P
xz
+ s -2V (Iz Cer + I Cn ) r
+ Iz] Mx(p) + Ixz ] MZ(P) (B-20)
[ {[ ] [ ] [C ] [ C q (B-21)
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i·r L1= 1 ] {[< 2 {[IC+ + Ix 13 I C + I Cna ) 2V
+ z 6a z x
[xz C6a + xCn 6a [x+ z C6r + Ix Cn6r] r
+ L[ ~ I l { L[+ qs 2 (Ixz C1 + IxCnp)]P
4/ xz
+ s 2V (IxCr + IxCnr)r + Iz Mx(p) + [] Mz(p) (B-22)
The orientational perturbation equations in 3-2-1 sequence of rotation
can be derived from Eqs. (B-I), (B-2) and (B-3) by using the assumptions
given in Eq. (B-13).
e = q (B-23)
$ = p + r tan%0 (B-24)
= r seco0 (B-25)
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Appendix C
ANALYSIS OF HYDRAULIC SYSTEM COMPONENT WEIGHTS
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Appendix C
In the analysis of hydraulic system component weights, efforts are
placed on the determination of the empirical formulae relating both the
power requirements and each component weight to the hinge moment.
C. 1 HORSEPOWER
The horsepower required at the central surface hydraulic actuator
was determined from the aerodynamic control surface hinge moment (Hm),
the deflection rate (6), angular acceleration (6), and the control surface
inertia (I) as follows:
HORSEPOWER = [H + II] S
The horsepower required for control surface angular acceleration is small
compared to the horsepower required for hinge moment and was neglected
in determining horsepower requirements for the rudder.
C. 2 ACTUATORS
The size of the actuator piston was determined from the applied hinge
moment and actuator moment arm. From Ref. C-I, it was determined that
the GDC/B-9U booster elevons are segmented into three surfaces per side
and the rudder is segmented into two surfaces. Each surface is powered
by two tandem power actuators accepting all four hydraulic circuits. Each
power piston contributes 50% of the required hinge moment for each surface.
Thus, the hinge moment carried by a single elevon actuator piston is 1/12
of the total elevon hinge moment. Similarly, the hinge moment carried by
a single rudder actuator piston is 1/4 of the total rudder hinge moment.
C-1
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h1lc piston area was determined as follows.
Area Piston Working Hinge MoentWorking Pressure x Moment Arm
The working pressure is 67% of the total system pressure or 2000 psi.
Actuator weight was determined from a plot of weight versus work
capability given in Ref. C-2. Work capability is based on full cutoff pres-
sure of 3000 psi.
Work Capability = Area Piston x Cutoff Pressure x Stroke
The stroke necessary for elevon deflection angle travel was determined from
a kinematic diagram of the actuator moment arm.
The weight of fluid in the actuator was determined as follows:
Fluid Weight = Area Piston x Stroke x Fluid Specific Weight
C. 3 TRANSMISSION LINES
Hydraulic line lengths were estimated using the hydraulic system general
arrangement given in Ref. C-1 and a schematic diagram of the GDC/B-9U
hydraulic system. Transmission line weights, including the weight of fittings,
brackets, fluid, and reservoirs, were determined using a plot of specific
weight versus fluid power delivered given in Ref. C-3 and the relationship
Line Weight = Specific Weight x Horsepower Delivered x Distance
C.4 PUMPS
The required flow rate into each actuator in gal. per minute (GPM)
was determined from the following equation taken from Ref. C-2.
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GPM - 1714 x HorsepowerPressure Differential
The local pressure differential is 67% of system total pressure or 2000 psi.
A factor of 0.36 pounds per GPM was used to determine pump weight.
C. 5 ACCESSORY POWER UNIT (APU)
The APU is made up primarily of a turbine and an O2/H2 energy source.
The weight of the turbine was determined from a plot of turbine weight per
horsepower versus horsepower given in Ref. C-2. To determine the turbine
horsepower, the following efficiencies were assumed:
* Overall hydraulic pump efficiency, Ep, 40%
* Fluid transmission efficiency, Et, 70%
The turbine output horsepower was then determined as follows:
Horsepower DeliveredTurbine Horsepower E E
Ep x E t
The O2/H 2 energy source horsepower was determined assuming a
turbine efficiency of 64% and
Turbine OutputEnergy Source Horsepower Turbine EfficiencyTurbine Efficiency
The weight of the energy source was determined from a conversion factor
used on the weight of a 100 horsepower O2/H 2 energy source system given
in Ref. C-Z. This conversion factor was presented in Ref. C-2 to obtain
weights for energy source systems less than 100 horsepower because of the
lack of a better method of determining energy source weight.
C.6 PROPELLANTS
The time/power relationship for the GDC/B-9U booster was deter-
mined from the Hydraulic System Duty Cycle given in Ref. C-4. Assuming
C-3
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a propellant consumption rate of 1.36 pounds per horsepower-hour, the weight
of propellants was determined as follows:
Propellant Weight = 1.36 x Time x Energy Source Horsepower
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Appendix D
COMPUTATION OF HINGE MOMENTS
IN THE ABSENCE OF HINGE MOMENT COEFFICIENTS
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Appendix D
In the determination of control surface weight penalties, it has been
found that the structural and hydraulic system component weight are functions
of hinge moments. However, the hinge moment coefficient data are usually
not available until the finalphase of test and design. A method to approxi-
mate the hinge moments by using available aerodynamic force coefficient




Se (S r )
le (£r)
X(Y)
6 e (6 r )
qoo
CN (Cy)
= reference area of the vehicle
= planform area of the wing
= planform area of the elevon (rudder)
= average chord of the elevon (rudder)
= distance from the elevon (rudder) hinge line to center-of-
pressure location
= angle of deflection of elevon (rudder)
= dynamic pressure of free stream
= normal (side) force coefficient
In general, the normal aerodynamic force, N, acting on the vehicle can be
regarded as the sum of the normal aerodynamic force components caused
by body (N(b)), wind (N(w)), and control surfaces (N( 6 ))
N = N(b) + N(w) + (6)
The variation in normal force, SAN, due to variation in control surface
deflection angle, A6, can be written as
D-1
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AN = AN N(b) (w) + ( A6 (D-1)
A6 0 \+a6 06 06)
Since aN(b)/06 and N (w)/06 are usually negligible, then
ON A5-
0N(6) = CN 6 Sref q0 A6 (D-2)
where A6 is the variation in control surface deflection. This component of
variation in normal force is acting on the center of pressure of the control
surface and produce a variation in aerodynamic moment, which is acting on
the hinge of the control surface. This variation in hinge moment, Hm, can be
written as
AH m = AN X (D-3)
It can be assumed that AHm is fairly close to the total variation in hinge
moment. Then
AHm g Ch 6 Seqoo A6 1 e = CN 6 Sref q, A6 X (D-4)
or
S XSref
Ch CN 6 Se le (D-5)
Therefore, the variation in elevon hinge moment, AHm , can be written as
m6 h6 q00 ee 6 CN Go Sref X (D-6)
e e e
Similarly, the variation in rudder hinge moment, AHm , can be written as
r
qoo6r = Chg,9m Sref s__~ 
Y (D-7)AHm r = Ch6 qoo Srr - C q 0 Sref (D-7)
D-Z
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Appendix E
PHASE PLANE DESIGN OF APS CONTROLLER




The following assumptions are made:
i. Rotational and translational demand are determined separately.
2. Products of inertia are small in comparison with the moments
of inertia.
3. Maximum preferred angular rates exist along each of the body
axes.
4. Each of the body axes is basically controlled separately with no
controller time delay but are relaxed at a later stage.
5. The minimum impulse bit and the thrust levels for attitude
hold and maneuvering are given.
E. 2 ORDER-OF-MAGNIT UDE ANALYSIS
The rotational equations of motion for the reentry vehicle are:
AA A AA A
I P = (I -Iz)QR + I (R+PQ) + L
x y z xz




I x)RP+ Ixz (R -P2) + M
A AA A AA A
I R = (Ix -Iy)PQ + Ixz ( P - QR) + N
For a typical booster, such as the GDC-B9U booster configuration, the
following data are available.
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=8.782*106, I = 102.00 * 1 =102.70 * 10 Ixz -1.38 10
x y z
Ix i.e., - Z -0-, (10 1), 0
I ~ O(10 1) I(10)
x y z
The preferred angular rates are 2 to 5 deg/sec (0.35 0.0875 rad/sec),
i.e., 0(10-2). The angular accelerations are in the neighborhood of 0.5 deg/
sec2 (0.009 rad/sec2 ); i.e., 0(10-2). The aerodynamic disturbance torques
are negligibly small. Based on these given data, an order-of-magnitude
analysis of the rotational equations of motion is performed:
i= [q)I - ()(R)] [(X).] P~ -z ) (Q(R + +
o(10-2 ) o(lo-1-2-2 ) o(1o- 1 - 2-2 ) 0(10 - 1 - 2 ) o(10-2)
or
-2 5-3(10 0) (105) 0(10 - 5 ) 0(10 3 ) 0(10 ' 2)








-) O(10 '4 ) O(10- 6 2)
slug/ft
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(I-) () R =
0(10-2) o(l z10 -2 -2) O(lo 0-2-2 ) o(lo2-2) 0(10-2 )
or
0(10 - ) 0(10 6 ) 0(10 - 4 )
It is clearly seen that, by neglecting the higher order terms, the rotational













E. 3 PHASE PLANE ANALYSIS
All three equations have similar form. Therefore, only one of the equa-
tions needs analyzing. Let P = 8 and P = 8, and the command is the constant
angular displacement, Oc, only. Then the error and error rates in angle can
be written as
E = c ' e2 = -
The rotational equation of motion for the x-body axis can be rewritten as:
l2 I+I
(E-3)
where L is defined as the multi-level control moment produced by. firing
various total number of roll APS thrusters.
E-3





0(10 - 4 ) 0(10- 2 )
A Z ]
(aQ) + (0) +
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The L1 - £2 phase plane solution for constant IX/L is
= L 2 (°) | 2 (E-4)
where E1 (0) and f 2 (0) are the initial conditions in error and error rates.
The trajectories for various L levels and with apex at origin are given in
Fig. 4.2-3.
E.4 OPTIMUM SWITCHING
The problem of Eq. (E-3) for multi-level L is essentially a digitized
relay-servo problem. It is known that the location of the switching line is
critical in determining the nature of the system response. In order to de-
velop the concept of nonlinear optimization by means of switching line location,
a phase plane trajectory analysis is needed. Let the constraints be: (1)
limited torque; and (2) optimum in the sense of bringing the system to rest
(zero error and error rate) at the origin in the minimum period of time and
with no unduly high angular velocity (i.e., no acceleration beyond the preferred
upper limit angular rate). This will involve two or more instants when the
torque is reversed, changed in torque level, or removed. In general, the
system is initially accelerated toward some point, at this point the torque
is reversed to decelerate the system and bring it to rest, and finally, the
decelerating torque is removed when the system reaches equilibrium. For
a single level L, the zero trajectories, which go through the origin in the
phase plane, are seen to correspond to the "optimum" torque reversal or
switching lines as shown in Fig. E-1. It is evident that the system is not
accelerated for angular rates beyond certain preferred limits.
To achieve any of these optimum responses, a controller is required
which detects the state of the system relative to zero trajectory and maxi-
mum desired rate, and then switches when the two states coincide. The
optimum switching curves are two segments of the parabolas given by
E-4









Fig. E-1 - Optimum Switching Criterion
I Ixto sI 2
and two segments of horizontal lines given by
X I2
z
= 2E for c1 <_- -|
2 = -E2S for C 1 
-
2I 'EZS
where f2S is the maximum desired angular rate. Since the zero trajectories
reach the origin only from the second and fourth quadrants, the switching lines
are given by
El = -1 2L 11E 2
E = E2S for el < -2L eE2S
Ez =-ECzsfr El.>?2L ZS
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The zero trajectories divide the phase plane into two sections. The control
torque must be negative or zero above the boundary and positive or zero
below it to ensure convergence of the error and error rate to zero. The
analysis for a multi-level L controlled system is basically the same. An
expansion to a two-level L controlled system is briefly presented in
Section 4.
E.5 OPTIMUM SWITCHING IN THE PRESENCE OF TIME DELAY,
HYSTERESIS AND CONTACT SPACE
The optimum response switching lines are valid for only a very
restricted number of inputs. Two categories of imperfection may arise:
1. Errors, miscalibrations, and finite time delays in the com-
puting elements required to generate the optimum switching
line, sense the state of the system and switch the torque at the
proper instant;
2. The effects of system operation for inputs or with loads other
than those for which the optimum switching line was derived.
The slight nonoptimum switching may have the effect of permitting the
state of the system to overtravel the switching line, reverse, overtravel
again, etc. The state of the system then approaches equilibrium while
executing a high frequency oscillation in the vicinity of the switching line.
As an example, the effect of a time delay is shown in Fig. E-2. In this
case, the actual switching line is a parabola of the same shape as the opti-
mum switching line but displaced from it in both the ~1 and C2 directions.
From this example it may be seen that if the computer switches late, per-
haps due to errors in the mechanization, the control system performs
wasteful firings.
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Phase Plane Description of How System Time Delays Affect
the Control Logic Switching
E.6 THE EFFECT OF TIME DELAY ON THE OPTIMUM SWITCHING
LINE OF A SIMPLE PURE INERTIA LOAD SERVO
The equation of the parabolic trajectory in the lower half plane follow-
ing a step input is
2 2L
2 = I (l 1(0))
In the phase plane, c2 = dl /dt or dt = de 1 /e 2. Therefore, in the lower
half plane
= de1 1 = 4
el (0)
= -- X' (e1
I2
L (e - E1 (0))







and C22 - -
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Let t = (t)w, when E1 = (El)s and E2 = (E2)sw, the switching line is
I
x 2(E1)s = 2L (EZ)s (E-6)
then
(El)swBW = - (t)sw + fE(0)2 Ix SW 
Lt(e 2) = Ltsw
2 sw - I
Now the time, (t)sw at which the torque reversal actually takes place is
delayed beyond the time (t)sw, by the time delay, -r, so that the delayed











- 2ix + El(O) = (E1)2 ix I 1 SW + e)W L-Irx
(E ) 2 +
sw = sw
(ES1 ) sE - 6 )
Substituting into Eq. (E-6)
(EI)sw - E )sw 2L 2)SW + I-]
E-8







Substituting into Eq. (E-6)
+ (E" 2) SW = L rt2)SW Ix
i~
rearranging
E1)sw LT j LX =2Lf2)swI.
2
z7]' (E-9)
which is the trajectory of the lower advanced switching line with apex
occurring at ( )sw = (LT 2 /I) and () = 2 (LT/I). Similarly
the trajectory o'f the upper advanced switching line is
+ 2 (L'r)2
( (E-10)
Its apex occurs at (1) = - (LrZ/I) and (n )
advanced switching lines are in fact the commanded
presence of a time delay, as shown in Fig. E-3.
1
= -2(Lr/I). These






Fig. E-3 - Phase Plane Representation of Advanced Switching Lines
to Compensate for Time Delays
E-9
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+ 2F, L1, I FL
E 1)sw I 2L )SW +
which is the trajectory of the lower delayed switching line with apex occurring
at (Esw) / ' = - Lr 2 (Lr/I). Similarly the trajectory of the
upper delayed switching line is
e l ) Ix 2L 2 (Ix)
Its apex occurs at (E) = L 2 /2 and () = 2 (/)
sw sw
E.7 OPTIMUM COMMANDED SWITCHING LINE IN THE PRESENCE OF
A CONSTANT TIME DELAY
In order that the effect of a constant time delay on the optimum switching
line designed for zero time delay be compensated, it is necessary to advance
the switching time by an amount exactly equal to the time delay. Let the time,
(t )sw at which the torque reversal actually takes place, be advanced ahead
of the time (t)sw by the time, - t, then the advanced switching line occurs at
L(t )sw L
( e 2 )sw Ix sw + x
II (t "1sw [x= - L(t") s+(E 1 )sw SiW + l() + (=) + L
z
or
(E2 ) = ( 2)
1 SW 1sw w 21
E-10sw -10
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E.8 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROGRAMMED CONTROLLERS
For the purpose of implementing the optimum switching, the phase plane
is divided into three zones as shown in Fig. E-4.
1. A minimum impulse bit dead zone which is defined by the
region that no combination of jet firing can provide worth-
while improvement.
2. Sampling period dead zone which is defined by the region that
no combination of jet firings, each for a complete sampling
period can provide worthwhile improvement; and
3. The remainder of the phase plane.
The tolerable dead zone for a shuttle reentry vehicle must be greater than
minimum impulse bit dead zone and is, in general, much greater than the
sample period dead zone.






IDZ + -- 2
I E +IDZ Ll 2
-Minimum impulse
bit dead zone
_·Zs-ez~-..~ --DZ D -I L- I 2
f f D| L| 
E 
l = - EID
Sampling period
dead zone
Fig. E-4 - Sampling Period and Minimum Impulse Bit Dead Zones
Let the minimum firing time be Tm, then the minimum impulse bit
dead zone is confined by the following curves:
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42 = I |x * Tm E2D
I * I T m E 2 D'Xi
* Tm * T s =T L- E 'lDm 8 L 
2
E2 I IX| * Ts IL*Tm 
2
2 + EID (E-ll)
Let the sampling period time be T s , then the sampling period dead zone is
confined by the following curves:
I L I
= x * T =E 2 D2 I"1 2D








e -2 - lDZ
= IX 2 + 
IC' + ElDZe -l' l2E1 1 7 _F 1+j( T
Obviously the sampling period dead zone contains the minimum impulse bit
dead zone. Two control laws are devised:
1. The raw control law is used to bring any point outside the
sampling period dead zone on the phase plane into the sampling
period dead zone in the minimum period of time. The jets
are either firing for the complete sampling period or are not
firing at all.
E-12
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2. The fine control law is used to bring any point on the phase
plane, which is inside the sampling period dead zone, into
the minimum impulse bit dead zone in the suboptimal manner
with the most efficient jet firing sequence.
An example for the implementation of single level control torque pro-
grammed controller is given here; however, it must be pointed out that the
extension of the multi-level control torque case can be easily made.
E. 9 RAW CONTROL LAW
Since the jets are either firing for the complete sample period or not
firing at all, there exist switching zones, which will control the system in
the optimum manner and guide the system to the sampling period dead zone.
These zones as shown in Fig. E-5 are defined by the following curves:
For E2 > 0, the zone confined by
E = -I|lDZ and E=| (E-13)
and the zone confined by
E2 = 2S E2DZ E2 = 2 S
<-|x|Z and i EZ| (E-14)
Ex ¢ZS < C 2S
l-<- L 2 an El -' Z
For E2 <0, the zone confined by
I EE I E Z
1 = -+ ElDZ and E =E2 . (E-15)
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Fig. E-5 - Switching Zone for Raw Control Law
and the zone confined by
e 2 = E2S+E2DZ
2
L 2
¢2 = - E ZS
and ( _ S
Based on the characteristics of switching, each section (divided by the
zero trajectories) of the phase plane can be subdivided into three regions as
shown in Fig. E-5. Region I is bounded by zero trajectories and parabolas
passing through
or (; |_ | S z2S
E-14








e1 < Z +E 1B
e l L | 2 e1 B
and zero trajectories
and zero trajectories
I lB = 2
E 1B = I L EZS -
Within this region, the system is first accelerated to the switching zone
bounded by the parabolas then decelerated to the sampling period dead zone.
Region II is outside the parabola passing through
2 or e 2 and bounded by 
2S or -2 , e2S and bounded by · = ·2S
+ and >
1 - I ILx 2 + El and E 2 > - E
2
e 2
2 - lB and 2 < ·eS
(E-18a)
(E-18b)
The system is first accelerated toward the switching zone bounded by straight
lines, once in this zone, the system is co-acting toward the switching zone
bounded by parabolas. Finally, the system is decelerated toward the sampling
period dead zone. Region III is bounded by
2
E 2
2El J L 
or
I E E < x 21 I T W
and E2 < E2 S
and E2 EZS
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The pure analog implementation of the raw control law can be easily
obtained because all the switching lines are expressed by algebraic equations
in terms of vehicle rotational state variables. A digital program has been
written for the raw control law.
E. 10 FINE CONTROL LAW
Once the error and error rate of the system is within the sampling
period dead zone, fine control law is used to guide the state of the system
into the minimum impulse bit dead zone. No definite rules govern the com-
bination of jet firing sequence and time. However, as a rule of thumb, if at
the sampling time the state of the system is just outside of the minimum im-
pulse bit dead zone or near the E 1 -axis, minimum impulse bit is used for
control, and if at the sampling time the state of the system is near the bound-
aries of the sampling period dead zone the jet firing for a complete sampling
period is used for control.
Obviously, the optimal firing logic depends on the sizes of the minimum
impulse bit dead zone and the sampling period dead zone. The latter dead
zone can then be subdivided into five regions with each region requiring a
different control effort. For T = 3 T , the regions and their control effort
are given in Fig. E-6. The boundaries of these regions are parabolas and
horizontal lines. A digital computer has been written which implements this
fine control law.
E.l1 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ACTUAL OPTIMUM SWITCHING LINE
IN THE PRESENCE OF A TIME DELAY
For r = 0, Eqs. (E-9) and (E-10) can be reduced to equations for
optimum switching line without time delay
,, I , 2
(E)SW L ~[2E2 )]swi for the lower switching line
(1) -2L P SW]
-1sfor the upper switching line
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IP - I positive pulse
IN = I negative pulse
P = positive thrust for all T
N = negative thrust for I T
NA = zero thrust for T
s
- Optimal Firing Logic for Fine Control Law
(assumed sample period = 3 Tm)
E-17
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I)sw L ( 2 w W] (E-20)
Since the implementation of Eqs. (E-9) and (E-10) are considerably different
from that of Eq. (E-20), it requires a major reprogramming effort. However,
for most cases, the time delay and L/Ix are fairly small. Eqs. (E-7) and
(E-8) can be approximated by:
(f2 ) (2 )sw sw
(E1 ) - (El) + ( r2) 
1 sw sw sw
The approximated switching lines can be written as
11 V ! IX v!(sl) + (C ) r W - () (fE)
sw sw L ( w )s w
which has the same form as Eq. (E-20). The only change in the program for
raw control law is to replace (E1 ) by tl + 62r. For fine control law, a
complete new design is required but the general guideline remains unchanged.
E-18
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Appendix F
The time-varying coefficients for the 6-D EOM (Eqs. (4.1-16) through
(4.1-20)) of Section 4.1 were computed with an IBM 7094 digital computer
program. This program reduces the raw aerodynamic, configuration tra-
jectory data into time-varying coefficients suitable for use on the analog
as well as input data for the Control Gain Synthesis digital computer program.
A simplified block diagram of the program is shown in Fig. F-1. Plots of some
of the input trajectory and aerodynamic data and all the time-varying coeffi-
cients for the 6-D EOM are included. Approximations are straight-line
segments between specified computation points.
The input data used in this computation were derived mainly from the
GDC-B9U Booster and complimented by the GDC-B9T Booster.
Some of the fast data transfer analog strip chart plots of the time-
varying coefficients are shown on page F-25.
F-1




as functions of flight time.
Subroutine WRITE
Writes EOM coefficients, input
configuration, trajectory and aero-
dynamic data versus flight time.
Subroutine HPLT 1 HPLTZ
Provides SC 4020 plots of Provides SC 4020 plots of
input trajectory and aero- EOM coefficients versus
dynamic data versus flight flight time.
time.
Fig. F-I - Flow Chart of IBM 7094 Digital Data Program to Calculate
and Plot Shuttle EOM Coefficients
F-2
Main Program
Reads in time base data, calls
the various subroutines and
stores computed data.
i , ,i i i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Subroutine INTRD
Reads in mass, trajectory and aero-
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App endix G
The block diagram shown in Fig. G-1 gives the general outline of
the Control Gains Synthesis program. A simple description of each sub-
routine is also given.
Aerodynamic control gain schedules and root locus plots are given
on pages G-3 through G-7. Representative plots of APS control gain
schedules and root locus plot are given on pages G-8 and G-9, respectively.
GDC/B-9U data are used in the synthesis. The control law used is the
one described in Section 4.3. The design goal is:
Longitudinal Control
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Appendix H
The block diagram shown in Fig., H-1 gives a general outline of the
Shuttle Reentry Simulation program. Simple descriptions of each subroutine
are also given.
Table H-1 shows the definition of the variables used in the plots.
Pages H-4 through H-19 give the SC-4020 plots of the Shuttle Reentry
Simulation program using optimized APS gains. Pages H-4 through H-11
are the simulation of the GDC/B-9U Reentry with an alternate pulse type of
disturbance. The APS control is turned off at 240 sec after separation.
Pages H-12 through H-19 are the simulation with step input. The roll,
pitch and yaw APS thrusters are turned off at 180, 160 and 240 sec after
separation, respectively.
H-1



















commanded perturbational angle of attack
commanded perturbational bank
angle of attack
X, Y, Z body attitude rates
X, Y, Z body attitude error
Euler angles
rate of change of angle of attack
rate of change of sideslip angle
sideslip angle
APS control moments in X, Y, Z body axes
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Appendix I
Task I - Boost
1. Analyze the ascent phase of the Shuttle mission to determine the
requirements for blending aerodynamic surfaces and TVC system to achieve
control of the composite launch vehicle. The studies will include the use of
aerodynamic devices such as active canards for pitch control and differential
movement of the aerodynamic surfaces to achieve roll control.
2. Determine the feasibility of such systems and develop the associated
blending logic to achieve integrated control of the vehicle for the conditions
where the blending of the control forces were determined to have application
and merit. The analyses will also include such detrimental effects as buffeting,
actuation limitations and transonic aerodynamics. Study emphasis will be on
the identification of important trade-offs and parameters influential to con-
figuration design.
Task II - Reentry
1. Determine the optimum automatic blending control concepts for
transition from reaction jet control to aerodynamic surface control for the
two types of reentry vehicles (manned control as backup only). The thruster
magnitudes and locations may be varied in order to better optimize the control
(vehicle and environmental constraints must be considered).
2. Define the control logic analytically and the sensors required to
effect the control. The system should be designed for time-varying parameters.
3. Establish the "optimal" flight control system performance model;
then vary system parameters (aerodynamic control coefficients, control gains,
etc. ) to determine controller sensitivity. Consider various malfunctions in
the controller logic or control source and determine effect on control design.
I-1
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